Color the picture.

Butterflies

Butterflies are beautiful and colorful. Sometimes we call them "flowers that fly."

Butterflies fly during the daytime. They hide and rest at night.
Butterflies visit flowers to find food. Their food is nectar. A butterfly's mouth works like a straw. The insect unrolls its mouth to drink the sweet nectar.

A butterfly keeps its long mouth rolled up when it flies or rests. Most butterflies rest with their wings up like this.
A butterfly has four wings. It has two eyes and two antennae. A butterfly uses its antennae for smelling and touching.
Georgia State Butterfly--Tiger Swallowtail

Color this pretty butterfly yellow. It is really this big!

BUTTERFLY FINGER PUPPETS

Cut out each butterfly with its white strip. Wrap the strip around your finger and tape it together.

This is a Common Blue. Its name tells you its color.

Color the Zebra butterfly yellow.

Color the Buckeye orange.
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